
Case Study

Design a communication 
system/device to build 
closeness/trust between people 

‘People to People, from close friends to strangers’

Part Two  
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User Group – ChildrenWe selected CHILDREN as our user group for the project ‘People to people communication’.



. Problem Statement

. Understanding the problem - worldview

. User Study – inquiry

. Conceptual Model

. Early Concepts

. Final Concept

. Scenario

. Product Development

. Interface Design

. User Feedback

Design Process
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The design process, followed by us for the project can be roughly listed down as given. 
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Then, we came up with our early concepts.



Early Concepts
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From the metaphors of kite, pet, slate, we came up with early concepts like Kito, Jelly Boy & Living Memory. Then we listed down the good & bad points of these early concepts. This list helped us to come up with our final concept called “MARBO”. 
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 Our final conceptual solution 



Marbles - Features

. Personalization

. Exchange of marbles

. Different sizes, colors, designs

. Parent and secondary marbles

. Strategy for different games

. The more u play, the more u learn

. Entertainment for players
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Marbles – we used to play it a lot when we were children, still children all over India & many parts of world like them a lot. It’s a wonderful device. We found some features of marbles very interesting, like their different colors, looks, sizes. Children exchange them. Marbles invites physical interaction among children. We found this device full of ideas to solve our trust, intimacy relation problem, we defined earlier.  



. 3000 years old

. Clay marbles found in ancient Egyptian tombs

. Found in Mexico and USA dating back to100BC 

. 19th Century marbles were being mass produced

. Originally marbles were made of many kinds of 
materials - clay, bone, polished nuts and stones, and 
indeed marble 

. Now most marbles are made of glass

History of Marbles
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Marbles were & are the greatest success. We studied marbles, the way they help interacting children, the features like strategies, customization, sharing of marbles gave us the list of features of device we proposed “MARBO”. 



MARBO

& we found the solution
- conceptual model
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We found the solution to solve the need, ‘ MARBO’. Using the egocentric, possessive nature of child, to inspire them to share his feelings, learning, we provided him ‘MARBO’. & these sharing builds trust, intimacy, …among his social circle, ‘MARBO’ gives him something to express himself, to share his feelings, to enjoy a lot with friends, to get help in learning, studies,…….
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& we came up with “MARBO”
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“MARBO”Share Your Marbles



. Customization- look, color, feel

. Sharing – stories, pictures, learning, … 

. A device to invite friends

. Language building

. Detachable marbles that can be given to others

. Sharing scribbles, doodles and photographs

. Morphing of shape and skins

. Collaborative learning

Marbo – Product Features
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Understanding the characteristics of marbles like customization of looks, colors, sharing & exchanging, strategies lead us to the product features of MARBO. We came up with the concept of MARBO as a device to invite friends, to share children feelings, fun , learning among them, to learn collaboratively. 



Marbo – Product Features
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MARBO is a communication device for children. The communication word has a broad meaning here. Communication with friends, other children, parents, teachers,relatives ….. With the catch line of ‘SHARE YOUR MARBLES’ MARBO inspire children to communicate, to learn collaboratively, to make their social interaction stronger, to help express their ideas, to construct new ideas. The main parts of MARBO are sharable marbles. Children can use their marbles to share their feelings, ideas with others. They can communicate with their friends with doodling on the MARBO core screen. They can use their own language, way of communication with others. They can apply their creative mind to customize the look & feel of MARBO.   
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To explain ‘MARBO’ we built a scenario. ‘Uttrayan’ is a kite flying festival in India. Children in India enjoy flying kites all the time. They love it. We taken these to explain how MARBO became a part of their daily life at Navrangpura housing society, AHMEDABAD on kite flying day.















































































Initial Sketches
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We designed MARBO. The credits of designing MARBO goes to children themselves. As we explained that, we included children in the design process. Their inputs, ideas, likings, drawings, talks gave us hints to design MARBO form, look & feel, interaction.  



Inside Marbo
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We have very beautiful features of marbles like translucency, bright colors, …. We used it in MARBO.In MARBO the core sphere (base) is the working area of MARBO, which is semi transparent. The core is used to doodle on, to select the functionality of MARBO, to see pictures, to apply creativity, to paint the MARBO ……MARBO core has marbles around it. Each marble can have different things in it. It may be grandma’s story which you can share with your friends or pictures of your visit to zoo to show your teacher. Marbles can store images, music, voice, look & feel effects, games, study lessons,….  Anything ……You can detach your marbles, share them with your friends, use their marbles in your MARBO.



MARBO has a main display 
screen, on which menus are 
displayed, child can doodle, 
draw,….

Each marble on the sides can 
be detachable and sharable to 
others. These marbles can 
contain stories, music, 
pictures,…

Interaction with Marbo
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Interaction of MARBO is very interesting. As in the screen your lucky marble (MAIN) represents you. You can be friends, & add your self in the list of your friends MARBO by sharing this MARBO once. It contains you, your likings, The main features of MARBO are surrounded to this main marble. All other marbles can be used as storing stories, pictures, music ……



MARBO has one main marble. 
The main marble represents 
the child. Main features of 
MARBO are around it, like 
Friends, Record, Music, 
Camera, Drawing ……

Children can select the feature 
by turning the main marble & 
pressing it, whatever they 
want to select. 

Record is selected as in the 
MARBO beside. Now they can 
record Grandma’s story in any 
other marble.

Marbo Interface
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Touching marble of the MARBO shows you the content of it. Turning will help select the features. Like ‘RECORD’. You can do the same with the pencil of MARBO contained in your main marble. Then you can store the story your grandma saying you by selecting one of your marbles. Share it with your friend.



Child can contact to friends, 
parents, teachers, relatives 
with his MARBO. He can 
doodle on the screen & share 
his feelings with sound, 
pictures, doodling. They 
together can plan, play, learn, 
….have fun.

MARBO has a pencil also  in 
it, contained in main marble. 
Child can use it to doodle, 
draw and even select features 
from menus.

Marbo Interface
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Similarly you can contact your friends, relatives,…. & chat with them in your way, by drawing, doodling,…..



With MARBO, child can have 
group learning, fun, planning 
session with friends. They can 
paint together on one canvas, 
can have a group music 
building, can play together, 
exchange their ideas. 

Marbo Interface
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You can use your pencil. Change the color of your drawing, writings also. Pencil is always their in your main marble. 



MARBO has a very good 
property of customizing the 
look & feel. Child can paint his 
MARBO according to his 
choice. He can have picture of 
Pokemon or Spiderman on it. 

Marbo Interface
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You can apply your creativity, to MARBO, to give it the look & feel you want to give. You can paint your MARBO, can have Pokemon pictureon it & make your pictures. & yes, all this you can share. …………………………       “SHARE YOUR MARBLES”       …………………………
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Feedback



Oh we can 
scribble on it!

I can detach this 
marble and 
give it to my 
friend!!

Can I change 
the way it 
looks?

We want it!!

Feedback from children
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We designed MARBO. We made a dummy MARBO, to see what are the reactions, inputs form our actual users. & only words they say is. “I WANT THIS”. They love it. They also suggested us some real good points. Now, they are waiting when they will have their own MARBO.



Marbo Variations
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The basic element in MARBO is sharable marbles. We thought of different variations of the MARBO form from a space shuttle to an chemical bond of atoms. After all the concept is to provide customization to children, help them use their constructive nature, and finally to help them share their fun and feelings. We could achieve it with feeling that gap with MARBO & ask them to ‘share their marbles’.



. Education

. Construction

. Parent child relationship

. Teacher child relationship

. School and MARBO

. Learning

. . . . . . . . .

Extended Scope for Marbo
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From the feedbacks & all happy faces of children accepting our prototyped model of MARBO, we imagined of extending the scope of MARBO to help solve many other needs like helping in education, enhancing their relationships with parent, teachers, learning…..
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